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 I would like to broach a subject that has many different opinions:

 Many try and shy away from it.

 Others just refuse to acknowledge it.

 It is our inter-racial genealogy.

 A family tree that has some very colourful branches to it. 

 I do not profess to know all there is to know about it. I just want to 
relay my personal experiences relating to this as it impacts directly on 
my family.

 Firstly, let me start with myself.

 Following are a few pictures of me growing up. Also some pictures of 
my family, siblings and parents.



My high / feeding chair A day at the beach



With my maternal cousin at 
Chapmans Peak

At my aunt’s home in Cape Town



At my aunt’s home in Cape Town At my aunt’s home in Cape Town



At my aunt’s home in Cape TownWith my maternal cousins



At my aunt’s home in Cape Town At my aunt’s home in Cape Town 
– my first fish



With my mother on the train from 
Cape Town

In front of our church in Nielsen 
Street 



In front of 14 Morat Street, 
Korsten

With my niece in front of 14 
Morat Street, Korsten



In front of 14 Morat Street, 
Korsten

With my sister, Elizabeth Karen 
on my confirmation, in front of 14 

Morat Street, Korsten



My Matric Farewell - 1991



Our wedding day with our parents:
Helen PETERS (born ROBERTS), my mother, myself, Harry 

PETERS, my father and seated my wife, Yolandé Sheryl



My great-grandfather Julius and his children: 
David, Arthur, Louis, Joyce and Jessie.



My grandfather:
Arthur Charles

My grandmother:
Elizabeth Maria

(born OWNHOUSE)



My father, Charles Leonard as a toddler
(photo possibly taken in front of St. Phillip’s)



My father (top right) playing in Sidwell United Football Club
(seated on the left is his cousin Harry Andrew RENZE)



My father (left) in a wedding as a best man



My father and mother, Yvonne Pauline (born BROPHY) in 
front of our home at 14 Morat Street, Korsten



My parents with my nephews



My parents with my sisters, Elizabeth Karen and Leonie Eileen and 
my eldest brother Audie Keith (absent my brother Irvin Jerome)



Brothers and Sisters with my mom on the day of my father’s funeral



 One thing that I’ve noticed with all my photos that I have is that 
there hardly seem to be extended family in it, except for some of 
my maternal family. And it was always something I wondered 
about. 

 It never bothered me too much as a child, but as I grew up, it 
bothered me more and more. My father used to speak to me 
about family, but not too much. And I always wondered why.

When I started doing my family history about 2 years ago and 
starting piecing things together it became more and more clear 
why. 

 So, let me tell you what conclusions I drew from talking with family 
members as well as the older generations around me.



 In a time, long, long ago, people lived in relative peace and 
harmony. 

 Relative that is to the bonds created by National Pride. Some still 
regarded themselves as British, German, Dutch, Indian, etc. 

 Others were becoming true South Africans. They started identifying 
themselves with the beautiful land in which they lived. 

 This also included identifying with the various peoples of this beautiful 
land. The indigenous people: the Bushman, San, Xoi-Xoi, Xhosa, Zulu, 
Sothu, Hottentot to name just a few. 

 This identification came to a point that they fell in love with each 
other and eventually they married and produced offspring.



 Then came the Nationalists ideologies of separatism or Apartheid. 

 This made it illegal to fall in love across the colour barrier again.

 People were forcibly removed from their areas where they were raised 
or made a livelihood. 

 The generation to come out of the previous inter-racial marriages 
were now caught between a rock and a hard place. 

 How should they register under the new “requirements”? 

 Were they “white” or not white? 

 Even more demanding was the decision to be made by their 
parents. 

 Did they now register as white or not? 

 And what if they could register as white, but not their children? 

What a disaster!!



 In my entire family, I have a similar problem. 

 My great-great-grandfather was a German Citizen, registered as European 
in South Africa. 

 He married someone whose ancestry I’m still trying to find. She could 
have been the servant girl in the home he stayed in for all I know. But it 
does not bother me at all. 

 He preferred to stay within the confines of the Native Villages or 
Townships, like the one where Albany Road in Grahamstown is located, 
which was referred to as the Hottentot Location. 

 He actually had two homes there that he willed to my great-grandfather, 
one in Albany Road and the other in Trotter Street.





 One of his daughters married into a British Settler family. 

 She was Elizabeth Annie RENZE and she married Stephen Josias FROST. 
The great-great-grandson of Philip John FROST, the Settler. 

 So here we now have that dilemma. 

 Do their children register as “white” or not? 

 And what happens if they do not fit the specified requirements of being “white” 
under the new laws?



 And then another of his daughter’s marries a Richard H. RICHARDSON. 
Another dilemma.

 I can go on and on here, but I don’t want to state the obvious. 
 That we now have, under the new Nationalist Government of the time, a generation of very 

confused individuals. 

 Some retained their “white” ancestry. 

 Others opted or were forced to change their national identity, their family identity. 

 Now we have family on both sides of the spectrum or fence. 
 Family who now cannot interact with one another. 

 Family who have to now sever ties and start a whole new existence.

 A very sad day indeed. 

 I say sad because I can see the effects of that now. 
 I don’t know half of my family. 

 The only portion of family I know are those with whom I had regular contact. 

 And because in the “coloured” township it was a mission to get from one place to another, we 
never really visited each other as often as we possibly wanted to. 

 If it was within walking distance, then it was possible, otherwise we never met. 

 In the days of my grandfather, owning a car as a “coloured” meant that you were “something” in 
life, that you have achieved something. 

 Other than that you were forced to walk long distances or rely on public transport.



 And then the housing issues created by the Group Areas Act also 
affected many individuals:

 My maternal grandparents, named OWNHOUSE, owned many properties, a 
general dealer shop as well as a dance hall (which later became the Korsten 
Townhall). 

 This, my grandmother had to sell for next to nothing when the Group Areas Act 
affected the areas of Fairview, North End, Sidwell and Village Board. 

 This was their home in Barry Street, Sidwell. 



When they had to move, they bought a house in Morat Street, 
Korsten (where I grew up). 

 When one of the many people that lived on their property in Barry Street came to 
visit them in Korsten, the first comment was “Why are you living in a matchbox?” 

 For me that was the only home I knew and it was big enough for all of us. 

 Big in terms of the homes of some of my friends in Schauderville and other areas 
of Korsten.



 I am currently writing a book on my family history. To document our 
family’s history as well as an attempt to document the areas in 
which they lived, for the future generations. 

 It is entitled: The Ties that Bind.

Why did I choose that title?

 It implies that, as a family, we all have “Ties that Bind” us to each other. 

 Sometimes those ties get stretched by various influences (internal and 
external) that cause the parties concerned to move in opposite 
directions. 

 Sometimes those ties are so slim, they are almost invisible. 

 Yet somehow they never get broken. 

 Not by life or by death. 

 Not by circumstances or feuds within families.



 At our wedding, my father related the story of the two donkeys 
tied by a rope to each other. 

 When they tried to walk in opposite directions, they strangled 
themselves because the rope would pull tight against their necks. 

 Soon they learnt that if they both continue in the same direction, they 
were saved from this feeling of being strangled.

 So it is with us as humans that are tied together by blood. 

 We sometimes walk in the opposite direction to each other and end up 
“strangling” ourselves with the loneliness. 

 When we eventually come back to the “centre”, we find that together, 
we can work through and accomplish almost anything.



 I cannot speak for the family on the other side of the “fence”. Maybe it was the same 
for them. I would not know. 

 When speaking to these affected families about that time now, I can draw some 
logical conclusions of how they feel:

 I can still see the hurt in their eyes. 

 I can still hear the hurt in their voices when they reminisce of how it was to be separated from 
family. 

 To have bonds of family broken. 

 To be brutally separated from those whom you love, those whom you share a blood-line with. 

 Was it their fault, NO! 

 Did they feel as if it was their fault, YES! 

 Sad when you think about it. 

 People that were so close were now divided by an imaginary line. 

 But, an imaginary line that had the power of a Government behind it.

 How do we overcome this? 

 That is anyone’s guess. 

 We just have to plod on and on, hoping that the next generation will be able to come to terms 
with it and work through it and then once again enjoy the bonds created by family. 



In conclusion:

 I cannot tell anyone how to react to making these types of 
discoveries within their family tree. All I can say is: “Keep an open 
mind and heart. They are family. Through their veins flows the 
same blood-line as yours.”

 I know what a struggle it is to get individuals to accept the non-
white side. 

 I am currently going through that and let me tell you, it takes a lot of 
courage to stand up and say that “Yes, I see and agree that we have 
common ancestors”. 

 Our children will most probably do that without blinking an eye.



"As leaders we have the responsibility to bring about [the] South 
Africa as it was envisaged by those who met here," Jacob Zuma
told the few hundred delegates. This meant building national unity 
out of multiple identities, he said.
National Social Cohesion summit in Soweto – July 2012

This was in Kliptown, Johannesburg where 3 000 delegates of all 
races met in 1955 to draft the Freedom Charter, which calls for a 
non-racial South Africa that belongs to all who live in it.

The summit's theme was: "Working together to create a proud and 
caring society".

Let us adopt a similar theme within our family research: 

“Working together to create a proud Heritage for our descendants”



The author of “Echoes of Slavery: Voices from our Past”, Jackie Loos, writes 
in her preface:

"The selective manner in which history was previously taught in our schools 
has led to a surprising degree of amnesia among South Africans about their 
slave origins. In the United States of America and Australia, slave and 
convict genealogies are regarded as marks of validation, if not distinction, 
but many of the descendants of Cape slaves ignore the richness of their pre-
emancipation heritage".

and

"Numerous white families have slave ancestors in their genealogies, and it 
is time for them to acknowledge this with pride rather than with shame".



QUESTIONS



Thank you for your attention

“Don’t forget those who have gone before, in whose footsteps 
you now tread” 

Walter RENZE (2012)


